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• Tax Reform: What Happened 
 
• Implications for the Tech Industry 
 
• Temporary Tax Reform: Sunset Provisions & 

Extenders, Should I Be Concerned? 
 

• Is Tax Reform Really Over Yet? 
 
• Other Significant Federal Policy Considerations 



Tax Reform: What Happened. 
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Congress Chose The Partisan Path to Tax Reform 
Because they chose a process that  allowed for a simple majority, the  Tax Cuts 
and Jobs Act was debated,  written, passed, sent to  conference, rewritten, passed  
again, and sent to President  Trump’s desk in just 48 days of  legislative work, a 
record for such  a major bill. President Trump signed it two days later. Compare  
this to 1986 Tax Reform which took  323 days, 10 months and 19 days  until 
President Reagan signed. 
 

Congress Budget Reconciliation—Allows Senate passage with 
simple Majority 
- Allows limited debate 
- Subject to the Byrd Rule—deficit neutral in window, needs to relate to budget 
- Because of 10 yr. budget window, portions of the tax reform bill were given 

expiration or "sunset" dates to keep the revenue loss to the $1.5 trillion  budget 
loss amount set by Congress. 



Implications for the Tech Industry 
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Congress Tax Reform Changes to Consider: 
 

- Corporate Tax Rate at 21%* 
 

- Pass Thru Entity Tax Rate at 20% 
 

- Research and Development deduction (R&D) 
 

- Full expensing 
 

- Net Operating loss deduction 
 

- Interest Deductibility* 
 

- Repatriation & territorial system* 
 

- Employee Fringe Benefits Reduced 
 

*Provisions highlighted by S&P to impact credit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
pass thru entity--Questions To Consider Whether You Should Change Your Pass Through Entity FormThe corporate tax rate is permanently set at 21%. The pass through provisions are set to sunset in 2025.Understand the impact at the partner/shareholder level for the limitation on the state tax deduction.Does the pass through entity qualify for the IRC 199A “Qualified Business Income” exclusion?Take into account whether a state will adopt IRC 199A.Understand the cost/benefit for ceasing to exist as a pass throughConsider the life cycle of the business and the exit strategy.R&D—current law- Currently expense R&E expenditures (includingsoftware development costs) orElec tto capitalizeand amortize over 10 years; after 2021 Repeal expensing of R&E expenditures, including software development costsRequire to capitalizeR&E expenditures and amortize over 5 yearsCosts for research conducted outside of U.S.require to capitalize and amortize over 15 years	Expensing--Allows full expensing of short-lived capital investment, for five years, then phases out the provision over the subsequent five; raises Section 179 small business expensing cap to $1 million with a phase-out starting at $2.5 million; and shortens the depreciation of real property to 25 years.Interest Deductibility--Eliminates net operating loss carrybacks while limiting NOL carryforwards to 80% of taxable income Senate version plus Indefinite carry-forward; carry-back only for some farms and insurance) The new law modifies Section 163 with an enhanced limitation on the deduction of interest for any business. The new law limits interest expense to: o30% of adjusted taxable income of the taxpayer, adjusted taxable income for this purpose is the taxable income of the entity excluding: oNonbusiness income, gain, deduction, or lossoBusiness interest expense and interest incomeoNet operating lossoDeductions for depreciation, amortization and depletionoThe floor plan financing interest –relating to car/boat/RV dealersThere are special rules for flow through entities. Where excess interest is passed through to the partner. The partner can then carryforward the excess interest, but only deduct it to the extent that the partnership allocates excess business income to that partner in a future year. Although this discusses a partnership structure, similar rules apply to S CorporationsThis carryforward is indefinite period, additionally, this carryforward is a tax attribute that carries over in certain corporate acquisitions  Repatriation--Repatriation one-time tax rate set at 15.5 percent for cash and 8 percent for non-cash assets, which represents an expansion of the provision. Is mandatory, paid over 8 yearsTerritorial system--Moves to a territorial system with base-erosion rules including the inclusion of 50% of excess returns by controlled foreign corporations in U.S. shareholders’ income, and an excise tax on payments made to foreign firms unless claimed as effectively connected income. anti-abuse rules and a base erosion minimum tax of the excess of 10% of modified taxable income over an amount equal to regular tax liability Employee Fringe Benefits—(now 50% deductible) Activities:No deduction for entertainment, amusement, recreation, facilities, or membership dues for such activities (unless included as taxable compensation) Food:100% deduction to 50% disallowance for meals provided on the business premises effective 1/1/18 thru 12/31/25. After 12/31/25, no deduction is allowed.	



Implications for the Tech Industry 
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Congress Standard & Poor’s forecasts a negative credit impact for 
the tech sector, despite expected cash flows. 
 

- They forecast the technology industry’s overall credit profile will weaken 
modestly over time due to the likelihood of issuers’ more aggressive 
financial policies upon repatriation of foreign cash. 

 

- Issuers susceptible to ratings actions include companies: 
• With both high cash and debt balances but choose to use substantial portions of 

now-accessible foreign cash for shareholder returns, which could harm credit 
metrics given the S& methodology of netting of surplus cash against debt. 

 

• With share prices that have underperformed those of their peers, leading to 
pressures on management to return excessive amounts of foreign cash to 
shareholders or undertake risky acquisitions. 

 

• With high leverage, because prospects for reduced interest deductibility could 
reduce free operating cash flow (FOCF), which is considered an important 
differentiator between ratings at the low end of the rating scale.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tax reform will fundamentally alter the technology sector landscape and usher in a new world of lower cash balances and flat to lower debt, much of it incurred as a form of synthetic cash repatriation and used for share repurchases, although we note that debt financing remains an attractive option in case of acquisitions.  Apple Inc. announced last week that it intends to become net cash neutral over time, compared to its current $163 billion net cash position, implying a significant increase in shareholder returns and perhaps a more aggressive acquisition posture. We anticipate that other large cash holders will also announce enhanced shareholder returns over time. But investors be aware: the technology sector may never look the same again.



Temporary Tax Reform: Sunset Provisions & Extenders, Should I Be 
Concerned? 
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Congress History of Expiring Tax Provisions to Meet Budget 
 

- Bush tax cuts were passed on a temporary basis in 2001 and 2003  
 

- End of 2010, Congress extended the Bush tax cuts for two years 
 

- Beginning of 2013, Congress passed the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 
which made 82% of Bush tax cuts into permanent law 
 

- In 2015, Senate Finance Committee put together a bipartisan tax extenders 
package, but emphasized that they need to end the “stop and go” approach to tax 
policy through extenders and focus on tax reform! 
 

- But in 2017, Tax Cuts and Jobs Act did not address all these temporary 
provisions, it increased the number of expiring provisions in the tax code from 58 
to over 80.  They "kicked the can down the road" again to limit revenue loss and 
applied sunset dates to some of the easiest parts of tax code to extend or make 
permanent later, like individual tax cuts.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In passing the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, Congress hailed the bill as one of the most significant new tax reform laws in our lifetime.  It may be that, but the reform isn’t all permanent.  Like much of the last decade, much of the new law comes with “strings attached” in the form of expiration dates.  In fact, $400 billion or about 40% of the tax reform bill  additional $1 trillion in federal revenues from economic growth included, was from the bill’s expiring provisions. Most notably, the temporary provisions include most of the individual tax cuts, such as lower rates, a higher standard deduction and child credit, as well as lost deductions such as interest on home equity debt and casualty/theft losses, are only in the law for eight years (2018 through 2025). So 40% of the plan that was going to address tax code concerns permanently is itself temporary. This is particularly interesting when you realize that in 2014 upon the introduction of the “EXPIRE” act, then Senate Finance Committee Chairman Ron Wyden (D-OR) proclaimed that this bill would be the last business tax extender bill of temporary tax cuts because the Congress was going to take the then several year extension to write a tax reform bill that would either address permanently or eliminate these temporary tax provision.  Then take a look at the Joint Committee on Taxations annual list of temporary tax provision just published in January http://bit.ly/2BhyfNK and compare it to 2016 http://bit.ly/2Bg0g8p  and you find we actually now have more not less temporary elements of the tax code it having risen from 58 to over 80.   The two-year budget bill just passed by Congress this week, just made that number grow, again extending many of those business tax extenders, not having dealt with them as promised in tax reform.  They number thirty-four in all,, including twenty-one energy related tax provisions.  The energy extenders include: Special rule to implement FERC or electric transmission restructuringCredit for construction of energy efficient new homesMine rescue team training creditElection to expense mine-safety equipmentCredit for nonbusiness energy propertyAlternative fuel vehicle refueling propertyIncentives for alternative fuel and alternative fuel mixturesIncentives for biodiesel and renewable dieselCredit for electric drive motorcyclesCellulosic biofuel producer creditCredit for production of Indian coalElectricity production credit for eligible renewable facilities (Including wind)Special depreciation allowance for cellulosic biofuel plant propertyEnergy efficient commercial buildings deductionAlternative motor vehicle credit for qualified fuel cell vehiclesTreatment of timber gainsCredit for residential energy-efficient propertyEnergy property credit (investment tax credit, ITC)Credit for production from advanced nuclear power facilitiesCarbon dioxide sequestration creditOil spill liability trust fund financing rate We got here because over the last decade the tax writing committees have adopted a temporary approach to addressing taxation because they don't "cost" as much in a 10-year budget window, if they only extend a couple years at a time instead of making them permanent.  So for all of us, we play the waiting game when the expiration date looms, to see if Congress can or will extend them again or let them lapse for a few years.  This obviously creates great uncertainty in business planning.  In the case of tax reform, this limitation is as a result of the budget reconciliation process in the Senate that was chosen as the means to pass the bill, which requires that the bill be deficit neutral in a ten-year window, but allows it to pass with a simple majority. But without Democrat buy-in, it was the only way to pass the bill.  So even our tax rate now is temporary.  So we wait to see if the next Congress will again kick the can down the road again.



Sunset Provisions & Extenders 
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Congress Major Scheduled Changes in Federal  
Tax Law 

 

- Research and Development: Businesses will be 
required to deduct research and experimentation costs 
over five years, rather than immediately 
 

- Interest Deductibility: The deduction for business net 
interest expense will be limited to 30%  of EBIT, rather 
than 30% of EBITDA 
 

- Full expensing: for short-life business investments will 
begin phasing out 
 

- The newly created pass-through deduction (199A) will 
expire 
 

• End of 2021 
 

 
 

• End of 2021 
 
 

 
• End of 2022 

 
 
• End of 2025 



Sunset Provisions & Extenders 
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For example: 
 

- R&D 
• Now: Not only allowed to deduct research expenses immediately, but 

able to claim sizable research and experimentation credit 
• After 2021:  Required to deduct research and experimentation costs 

over five years, will increase the cost of investment in research in the 
U.S.  

- However:  
• Congress has historically always allowed companies to deduct 

immediately 
• This sunset date of 2021 helped make the bill deficit neutral 
• We believe they will extend this provision 
 
 

Should I be concerned? 
 



Is Tax Reform Really Over Yet? 
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- The lightning-fast speed of tax reform resulted in a number of  ambiguities and 
uncertainties in the final bill. 
 

- Congress is considering modifications to Tax Reform to correct unintended 
consequence through technical corrections and tax extenders for issues left out 
of tax reform. But Democrats may resist since they were left out of first bill.  Mid-
term elections may also create disrupt timing of this effort. 
 

- IRS and Treasury Department will continue issuing guidance. 
 

- A General Explanation of the Tax Cut and Jobs Act (“Act”) will be written by the 
Joint Committee on Taxation, which in addition to providing an explanation of the 
Act, also provides an official interpretation of the bill.  Called the Blue Book, may 
not be out until the end of the year.  

 

- The President and Ways and Means Chairman are talking about a 2nd tax bill to 
make temporary provisions, particularly the individual tax cuts, permanent. 
 
 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once enacted, a General Explanation of the Tax Cut and Jobs Act (“Act”) will be written by the Joint Committee on Taxation, which in addition to providing an explanation of the Act, also provides an official interpretation of the bill.  After the 1986 tax reform was passed in October 22, 1986, the explanation was not released until May 4, 1987.  Undoubtedly, once enacted, a technical corrections bill will also be needed, especially given the speed with which this bill will have been enacted. Following the enactment of 1986 act, a technical corrections bill was enacted to correct errors and further refine the law two years later, in the fall of 1988.  This next year will provide an opportunity to make changes to the Act.



Other Significant 2018 Federal Policy Considerations 
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Congress Trade Actions By the Administration Will Impact Business Climate 
- NAFTA 2.0—Negotiations must be concluded by May 1 for ratification by this Congress. 

 

- Section 232 Trade Action on Steel and Aluminum Imports—Direct impacts and 
Retaliation. 
 

- Korean/US Free Trade Agreement Being Renegotiated. 
 

- Section 301 Trade Action against China—looking at China’s laws, policies, practices, 
or actions that force American companies to transfer valuable technology to compete in 
the market or otherwise fail to adequately protect intellectual property rights. United 
States can threaten unilateral trade action against  China to reform any practices USTR 
determines have unfairly hurt American companies. 
 

Congress Regulatory Reforms By the Administration 
• Ongoing for the next two years—WOTUS, Clean Power Plan, reforms to shrink the 

permitting process from average of 10 years to no more than 2 years, CFBP regulatory 
reforms, and more 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
whether any of China’s laws, policies, practices, or actions force American companies to transfer valuable technology to compete in the market or otherwise fail to adequately protect intellectual property rights. Lighthizer has said the United States could threaten unilateral trade action to put pressure on China to reform any practices USTR determines have unfairly hurt American companies.



I think we can all agree… 
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